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When - this world was lied to, even one individual, as a witness, - telling me, - before a Judge, their opinion was I 

was legally mentally incompetent, it lead to the death and extinction, of all known life (approximately, actually, 

the violation of a clause - an atrocity upon my mind, life, and welfare, body, and relationships, and a court UN 

geneva violation, of laws I could not attest to or find retributational and retroinclinic disinclusion prehension 

with respect to) - I could not (and had not violated any toxificilogical indicies or relationships through cruelty).  

They we benign to my understanding, and these mutually identified indicies of relationship of all orders and 

origins) - but, it precluded me, actualizing the saving of a life with an identifiable guaranteed conditional 

assumptive.  I was brainwashed, and sterilized as a result, but regained my ability to know and have children, 

and feel.  I was identified, profiled, and classified.  I was a victim of WWIII.  The place, was Wabash, now a 

potentially misidentified and unproven registerable superfund and closed setting, to which I am absent.  I did not 

flee from the law, nor was a registered or registerable felon.  The chemical reactive, lead to disability, and stoke 

of alternatively identiable individuals.  I am not outraged, I pray for my enemies.  These people, I had not judged 

emotively or reflexively, they had misdiagnosed me, and are of a liability to sections of the united nations law and 

registry, they are potentially very rough, and inconsiderate.  I do not wish to attest to being a victim of any 

associable doctrine of inclusion or for protection.  I wished to remain in peace, and be entitled a death.  It ended 

in an unprovided diagnostic and syntopic basis of argumentation of a six prior then completed ten year medical 

process.  All considerations due, it is codependently alone and singularly only a provided element of consideration 

given my testimony, of no crimes.

I had no assailable prehension to demand my judgment, per the registry of offensive nature, they are guilty, not 

of a warcrime, but for inaidently (provided the false arrest me) - to a prohibition of medical license, and 

practitionership.  I am provided my hippa rights.... and may pursue an education in medical practice.
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